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Following is a summary of results relating to the convergence of 
Massey products in the Adams spectral sequence to Toda brackets in 
stable homotopy. These results should give much useful information 
on the classical structure problems; detecting infinite cycles, com
puting differentials and describing the extensions in EM. 

Forthcoming papers will treat Proposition II and Theorems III, 
IV, and V in full. R. M. F. Moss [6] has already proven Theorem III 
in the case of secondary compositions. 

1. The Adams spectral sequence. We presuppose an appropriate 
stable category S* such as Boardman's C-W spectra [2]. Let X, Y 
be objects of S*. We denote Horn §*(X, F) by [X, F]*. As in Adams 
[l] , we may construct a spectral sequence {E**(X, F)} for which 

ET(Xy F) = Extïï*)Oar*(F; Z2), i?*(X; Z2)) 

and £**(X, F) is induced by a filtration on the 2-primary part of 
[X, F]*. 

The main technical results which enable us to obtain convergence 
of Massey products to Toda brackets are Propositions I and II below. 

PROPOSITION I (R. M. F. Moss). Let X, F, Z, W be objects of S*. 
For 2 Sr there are associative pairings 

E';\Y, x) ® É^\W, Y)~+ET',t*t\w, x) 
and these pairings have the following properties : 

(i) Let aEK'XY, X), VeE'/iW, F), d'r'(a]i)~dr(a)fi+adW) 
where dr, d'r, d'r' are the differentials in the appropriate Adams spectral 
sequences. 

(ii) The isomorphisms Er+i^H(Er) commute with the pairings. 
(iii) The composition pairings [F, X]p® [W, Y]q—>[W, X]p+q 

preserve filtration; on passing to quotients and using the isomorphisms 
of (ii) the composition pairing of the E^ terms is obtained. 
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PROPOSITION II. Suppose Xl+Y-^Cf is a mapping cone sequence and 
f projects to an element of Ki*(X, Y) in the Adams spectral sequence for 
somes^ 2. Then 

(a) £**(C„ Z) = ET(X, Z) © E**( F, Z) 

and 

(b) E*r*(Z, Cf) S E*r*(Z9 X) © E?(Z, Y) 

for r^s. Further, dr also splits for r<s.d9 under case (a) has matrix 

/da 0 \ 

V dj 
and d8 under case (b) has matrix 

\0 dj 

2. Higher composition products. The definitions used in the con
struction of Toda brackets are those of Gershenson [3]; those used 
in the construction of Massey products are due to May [4]. 

LetA*e[X%X'+1]*,;==l, • • • ,» . 
DEFINITION. The Toda bracket (h\ • • • , hn) exists if the following 

two conditions are satisfied. 
(i) There is a coherent series of resolutions forj =» 1, • • • , n-~ 1 

h*1 

X*1 • X*2 X» 

V / \h*>*2 / \ M»/\ 

xu a**1 < o*-2 •. • o*-1* o* 
(The upper triangles commute, the lower are exact.) Such a series is 
called a C presentation for X 4 X 2 - » • • > J$X*+K 

(ii) There are maps h2tn, h so that in the following diagram the 
upper triangle commutes, the lower is exact: 

A» 
X» -* Xn+1 

C 2 ' w 

I \ * 
O » -> X 
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Providing (i), (ii) are satisfied we define (h1, • • • , hn) to be the set 
of h2>n o H obtained in (ii). Suppose we are given #*£!£**C^*'» X**1), 
i = l, • • • , n, r^2. 

DEFINITION. We say the Massey product (v1, • • • , vn) exists if we 
can find a collection of elements ai}' (where a^G-E*~*i(-̂ S X')) so that 
the following conditions are satisfied: 

(i) class [a{'i+1]=v\ i = l, • • • , n, 
(ii) da*'** £ U + i *«a*', K ( / - l ) < n . 

Such a collection of elements a# is said to be a defining system for 
(v1, • • • , z>w). We have that a1>n+1 = X*-2 a1»*a*»n+1 is a cycle and by 
definition (v1, • • • , fln) is the set of all homology classes [ö1,n+1] ob
tained via a defining system. Note that the bidegree of a*** does not 
depend on the choice of defining system. 

3, The convergence results. We fixrè2. 

THEOREM III. Let viGE^*(Xi
i Xi+l), i = l, • • • , », be an infinite 

cycle. Assume that the Massey product (v1, • • • , vn) is defined. Further, 
suppose that vi=^h\ h{E [X\ Xi+l] and the Toda bracket (h\ • • • , hn) 
is defined. If we are given the following two conditions: 

(i) the Toda bracket (h1, • • • , hn) is strictly defined, i.e., (h*, hi+1
9 

• • • ,&')= {0} ifi>lorj<n-, 
(ii) whenever an element of a defining system for (v1, • • • , vn) occurs 

inEv
rîx(X\Xi)then 

p—wtq—w . i J* p—vttQ—w 
Er+u+w (X , X) C Er+u+w,* for U t> 1, W ^ 0 , 

then there is z>£(fl\ • • • , vn) and AG (A1, • • • , hn) so that v=>h. 

THEOREM IV (LEIBNITZ FORMULA). Let (v1, • • • , vn) be a Massey 
product, where viÇ:E^*(Xi, Xi+1) and d|»* = 0, rSt<s. Assume that 
whenever a term in a defining system for (v1, • • • , vn) occurs 
in EPtiX*, X*) then 

Ep
t
+t'q+t~\x\ x") - 0 - i C T V , x?) 

where s is fixed, r<t<s. 
Then for vE:(vl, • • • , vn) we have dtv = 0, t<s, and 

We may generalize the Leibnitz formula in the following: 

THEOREM V. Let (v1, • • • , vn) be defined in Èf*(X\ Xn). Let l, s be 
fixed numbers, s>r, Kn. Assume vi=^hiE:[Xi, Xi+1] and (hk, • • • , 
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hh+l) is strictly defined for l^k<k+l^n. Assume that whenever an 
element of a defining system for (v\ • • • , vn) is in tLrL\ 

<*', X') 
(i) ifj-i£l,u£0,EÇUÎÎ-\X\X')QEr+u+llKt 

(ii) if Kj-l<n, r<«5,£f+ ' ' î + ,- 1(X* ) X>) =0, 
(iii) ifl+l<j-i, r<t<s, EÜZf-iiX*, X 0 = 0 . 

Then there is vÇz(vl, • • • , vn) such that dtV = 0, t<s. Further there is 
b*EE?*(X{, X(+'+l) such that &«=>#£<*', • • • , ¥+l). The V's and v 
are related through the fact that (cl, • • • , cn~') is defined in 
£r**(X1,X»+1) where 

c1 = (b1, vl) 

\bi v1/ 

--a 
and we may choose v so that d9vÇi{cl, * • • , cn). 

The technique of proof for Theorems III, IV, and V consists of 
reducing the theorems to the special case where viÇzEr

r~
1,T~1(Xi> Xi+1). 

The splitting theorem and the conditions on the differentials are then 
applied inductively to construct a C-presentation for a Toda bracket. 
In Theorem III the Toda bracket is the one in the hypotheses, in 
Theorems IV and V the element d8v is in our Toda bracket. 

As an example of the use of Proposition II the maps Tt and h2*n 

required in Theorem III pull back to ©L2 a1,k and ©L2 ak>n+1 respec
tively in E?*i(X\ C2»w) and E*Je

1(C
2»w, Xn+1), where {a**} is a defining 

system for v £ (v\ • • • , fln)and h2>n o %Çz{hl, • • • ,hn). 
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